Dear Mr Gagné,

We are writing you as Civil Society Sub Committee on Participation, created by the Civil Society Plenary Group and mandated by the Civil Society Coordinating Group. Civil society organizations have received on January 13th, 2003, an information and a request for fellowships from the Civil Society Secretariat. We welcome the establishment of a Civil Society Facilitation Fund, which we have requested for a long time as the only mean to ensure balanced and effective participation of civil society in the WSIS process, especially regarding the participation of groups from least developed countries. We still however would like to raise the following concerns regarding this Civil Society Facilitation Fund and the allocation procedure for fellowships.

**On the categories of candidates who may apply:**
Although we agree that "Civil society" is a hard to define notion, it covers, for the United Nations and the Bretton Woods institutions, entities of the third sector, distinct from the State and from the private sector. Given this definition, and considering the limited number of available fellowships, we consider that the categories of candidates should be limited to NGOs, social groups and social movements.

**On the selection criteria:**
While the criteria for a balanced participation are quite reasonable, we consider that the categories of the candidates' roles in their home country may go beyond NGOs and civil society groups' general roles. To say the least, NGOs and civil society groups seldom act as "decision-makers". We recommend that the relevance of applications should be examined with regards to the sole criteria of acting in the field of Information society. In this respect, the fact that the organization of the candidate is accredited to the WSIS preparatory process is not only sufficient, but also necessary for the participation of the candidate to PrepCom2.
On the selection process:
Since the deadline for application is January 25th, 2003, we are wondering how the selection panel, said to be composed by members of the Civil Society, will be itself selected. As a matter of fact, neither the Civil Society Plenary Coordinating Group, nor its relevant Sub Committee on Participation has been approached till now in this regard.

On the obligations of fellowship participants:
We are very surprised by the listed obligations, specially the ones stating that participants must "conduct themselves at all times in a manner compatible with their responsibility as holders of WSIS fellowships" and "refrain from engaging in political, commercial and any other activities incompatible with the WSIS PrepCom2".
First of all, we consider that participating in the WSIS process is a political activity in itself, thus refraining from it would mean not even attending PrepComs.
Second, we are wondering what could be a "responsibility as holders of WSIS fellowships" and a conduct incompatible with this responsibility.
Third, we don't have any information of the "instructions issued by Fellowships Service", that the candidates should comply with.
Fourth, it seems that these obligations are stated according to ITU templates, while WSIS is a UN Summit, and should thus only follow UN rules.
For these reasons, and in the name of the Civil Society Plenary Group that currently number hundreds of organizations, we protest against these obligations which bring discredit upon NGOs and civil society groups, and we urge you to drop them from the list of obligations.

On the information requested from applicants:
The fellowship application form requests a great deal of personal information, and this raises privacy concerns, especially since there is no clear privacy policy statement. Place of birth and passport details (number, issuing location, date, etc.) are highly sensitive information. While we understand passport details will be needed if a visa is required and, for some countries, for flight tickets booking, they are by no mean necessary when examining an application for fellowship. Furthermore, if the Secretariat is to share this information with governments and/or national or international agencies, this may lead to serious privacy infringement according to national and international legislation.

We urge you to address these concerns to facilitate the participation of NGOs and civil society groups to PrepCom2 and subsequent WSIS events in an open, transparent, and safe manner.

On Behalf of the Civil Society Plenary Group and its Coordinating Group,
The CS Sub Committee on Participation.

Members of the CS Sub Committee on Participation:
- ARTICLE 19. John Barker, johnb@article19.org.za
- Association for Progressive Communication. Peter Benjamen, peter@sn.apc.org
- AMARC: World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters. Steve Buckley, steve@commedia.org.uk
- Bread for All, Chantal Peyer, peyer@bfa-ppp.ch
- Civil Resource Development & Documentation Centre (CIRDDOC). Oby Nwankwo, cirddoc@infoweb.abs.net
- Communities Online. Claire Shearman, claire.shearman@mcr1.poptel.org.uk;
- CONGO. Renata Bloem, rbloem@ngocongo.org
- CRIS: Communication Rights in the Information Society: CRIS. Bruce Girard, bg@comunica.org
- ECCR: European Consortium for Communications Research. Jan Servaes, freenet002@pi.be
- ENDA-SYNFEV: Environment and Development in the Third World, Marie-Helene Mottin-Sylla; mhms@enda.sn
- Global Contract Foundation. Fritjof Finkbeiner, frithjof.finkbeiner@t-online.de
- Heinrich Böll Foundation. Andreas Gebhard, Ralph Bendrath@zedat.fu-berlin.de
- IAIA: International Alliance on Information for All. Chris Zielinski, informania@supanet.com
- Institute for Media and Information Sciences. Wolfgang Kleiwächter, wolfgang@inv.au.dk;
- IRIS, Imaginons un réseau Internet solidaire. Meryem Marzouki, Meryem.Marzouki@iris.sdg.org
- MISA: Media Institute of Southern Africa, Tracey Naughton, broadcasting@misa.org.na
- NEXUS Research Cooperative, Seán Ó Siochrú, sean@nexus.ie
- Niger Delta Women for Justice. Emem J. Okon, emem_o@yahoo.com
- CPSR: Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, Robert Guerra, Director, rguerra@privaterra.org;
- Telecommunities Canada, Gareth Shearman e-mail: shearman@victoria.tc.ca
- Transparency International. Shadrach Basheerhamad, bshadrach@transparency.org
- Union for Democratic Communications, Lisa McLaughlin, mclaughlm@muohio.edu
- VECAM, Valérie Peugeot, vpeugeot@vecam.org
- WACC World Association for Christian Communication. Pradip Thomas, pt@wacc.org.uk
- World Civil Society Forum, Information Society Section. Thomas Ruddy, thomruddy@yahoo.com
- Youth for Intergenerational Justice and Sustainability, YOIS. Maike Sippel, maike.sippel@gmx.de